IScO / STK - excursion and seminar on regional culture:

Advent — The magical Time before Christmas

25th November 2017

Christmas markets, mulled wine, cookies, and lots of candles and chocolates are the more well-known signs that Christmas is approaching. Some very regional traditions, which are not so well known, are adding their share to the magical atmosphere before Christmas.

Let us explore into these traditions and get hands on experience together with hundreds of people from Karlsruhe, in the middle of the forest!

After a short walk from the castle to the Karlsruhe “Waldklassenzimmer” (forest class room) we will find all the ingredients needed, to handicraft our own advent decoration, including the obligatory advent wreath.

Children are especially welcome at this event.

Afterwards there will be more information and culinary experiences about advent and Christmas traditions in a nearby café.

Meeting point: at 11:00h, behind the Karlsruhe castle X clothed to face the weather and a 20 minutes’ walk. At about 16:30h we will be back at the castle.

For further information please contact Visitingresearcher@INTL.kit.edu.

Registration can be made at KIT Studienkolleg: www.stk.kit.edu before the 23rd November 2017